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Introduction  

The aim of this document is to provide a high-level analysis of the eSaude-EMR-POC software 

in terms of development frameworks and standards, best practices, consideration of POC 

Requirements, Mozambique’s current regulations related to Individual based systems (SEPS), 

Law of Electronic transactions, Protection of personal electronic data,  Law nº 19/2014: 

Protection of the person, the worker and the jobseeker living with HIV and AIDS, and use of the 

US Department’s HHS-EPLC framework to check for any existing gaps.  

The following link was provided for the high level analysis [http://dev.esaude.org]  

 

In order to produce a more complete high level analysis document it would be important to work 

together with the development team to review all findings and correct any possible inaccurate 

conclusions made in this document. 

Purpose 

This document is a record of the result of an analysis of the eSaude-EMR-POC and related 

software in terms of requirements, legislation, the development frameworks used, development 

standards, and best practices followed. 

Limitations 

- Any application testing performed during this assessment was done so using a tablet 

and/or laptop device. This is not the final device that would be used in field.  

- The analysis does not cover user requirements alignment and capacity to respond to the 

Mozambique needs and context. 

- It was not possible to determine the acceptance of the end users or obtain evidence of 

any end user testing.  

- It was not possible to test the functionality of statistical data reporting and statistical data 

exporting since these are not implemented. 

- It was not possible to test whether the systems restricts login only to the facility’s users. 

- Alerts requirements were not tested. 

- The Software Load scalability test was not done. 

  

http://dev.esaude.org/
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eSaude EMR POC Analysis 

Reference documents 

1. Mozambican Government’s HIS rules based on individuals (SESP Doc.pdf). 

2. Law of Electronic transactions Protection of personal electronic data. 

3. Current Law used in Mozambique – Lei nº 19/2014, Protection of the person, the worker and 

the jobseeker living with HIV and AIDS. 

4. eSaude POC Requirements (eSaude [POC] Requirements.docx). 

Legislation Verification 

Details on Requirements listed in SESP document not yet been implemented   

1. The data must be stored locally in full with the appropriate backup systems. A repository 

of data must be present in the Province Level and in the Central Authority to ensure its 

safety. 

2. It is necessary that all information that identifies the patient is encrypted, when you 

perform the backup, be sent to other levels or to be made available after authorization. 

3. The system must have a control device that manages the download of information or 

data to pen drive, CD and even printing. Only authorized users should perform this type 

of actions. 

4. The system must generate and transfer data and indicators defined by the National 

Health System. 

5. The SESP should be able to produce the summaries / reports with format, timing and 

content required for the Information System for Health. 

6. Individual systems should provide indicators for management, including measuring the 

quality of services provided according to the list of indicators (Annex 7) 

7. The confidential information stored on the hard disk must be encrypted, according to the 

encryption protocols incorporated in the system  

8. The system should issue alert reports when: (Not seen at the super user level) 

● Multiple failed login attempts 

● There is access to the system during off-hours or unusual computers 

● There is a 10% increase in average volume of transactions 

● There are configuration updates or system failures 
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9. Individual-based electronic systems should provide alerts when: a) identifying abnormal 

test results, b) identifying out-of-normal vital signs, c) identifying a probable allergic 

reaction and / or drug interaction, complications, absenteeism, non-response to therapy; 

d) list of patients requiring specific treatment / process in a given period; E) list of 

patients who had expired exam date 

10. The databases should be stored only in Mozambique. Copies may only be withdrawn 

from the Country with the authorization of the Minister of Health, including the period of 

institutional capacity building (Recommendation not confirmed) 

11. Individual-based systems should export data to SIS management applications, 

according to the layout and format defined by the Department of Health Information 

(DIS). 

12. In computer systems, the application must have quality control of the data specified by 

each program, according to some methods: 

a.  In the data entry 

i. Obligation of essential fields 

b. Data Quality Verification Reports 

i. Identification of values not expected 

Annex 6: Minimum System Access Security Standards (to be confirmed) 

● System should log off a user's access when you have 10 minutes of inactivity in the system. 

● The system must block access and temporarily disable a user account after three 

consecutive invalid attempts. 

● The system should have a mechanism to retrieve a lost or forgotten password. 

Electronic Transactions Law Protection of Personal 

Electronic Data 

There is no critical spec to observe beyond the security issues found within the scope of SESP 

(Time and Login Standards). 

 

Current Law used in Mozambique – Lei nº 19/2014 Law to protect the person, the worker and 

the job seeker living with HIV and AIDS. 

 

● Artigo 6 alinha 2 – “ A pessoa vivendo com HIV e SIDA não pode ser submetida, sem o 

seu prévio conhecimento e consentimento, a exames médicos de HIV e SIDA”. 
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o There is no space to confirm that patient gave consent to do lab tests/analysis 

and/or that was informed about the procedures related to his HIV status on the 

system. 

● Artigo 6 (Preservação do estado serológico), Artigo 28 (confidencialidade do teste), 

Artigo 45 (confidencialidade) 

o In all documents analyzed as well as the systems it is was not clear how the 

confidentiality of the patients is guaranteed since many different actors will have 

access to the system and the name and demographics of the patient are not 

encrypted/protected.  
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Workflow & Development Methodology 

This section is a brief overview of the development workflow and process management that is 

used by the development team. Although this is not directly related to the usability of the 

eSaude EMR POC Assessment, it is related to the quality, agility and responsiveness of the 

team.  

 

The development team employs Agile Scrum methodology with two weeks sprints iterations. 

The sprints are managed on a Trello board. The Trello board is divided into columns: “Product 

Backlog”, “To Do”, “Doing”, “Testing”, “Done” and “Interaction” that correspond to workflow 

phases. The overall workflow process is well documented here. There is evidence that this is a 

fairly new process as described in this interaction item but the team seems to be following this 

workflow consistently. Their workflow process mandates various goals for each phase, and 

details the fulfilments required to meet these phase goals. An example of this is that items may 

only move from the “Testing” to the “Done” phase if test cases and test scenarios have been 

executed, manual testing has been performed and Test reports have been made available. 

There is evidence of this in links to test scenarios and report in the comments on the tasks in 

the “Testing” phase in Trello.  

 

The board also shows evidence of valuable interaction between “Product Owners”, those 

undertaking requirements analysis, and the development team. Furthermore, detailed 

requirements documents link individual requirements to the respective development tasks on 

the Trello board.  

 

To summarize, the process that they are following is suitable for its current purposes and the 

various goals and fulfilments required between moving between phases is important to ensure 

the quality of the application. The Trello board information and comments show evidence that 

they have sought to fulfil these goals. 

Release Process 

This section briefly describes the eSaude-EMR-POC release process. The process is described 

in detail here. The eSaude EMR POC is released as a set of Docker images. The POC 

application is distributed as a single docker image but also depends on the eSaude EMR 

Platform application, on which it is built on top of. The eSaude EMR Platform is a custom 

https://trello.com/b/SxTqNoD2/esaude-poc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-ErTJVCdDCuqqR0pHBWonSN5AcOb26u-Fmg_uv2gCw4/edit
https://trello.com/c/KBK2Obvh/171-sprint-0
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-EMR-POC-Release-Process-PrZEITDXlmQqcstSiZDib
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distribution of OpenMRS for Mozambique, developed and maintained by the eSaude 

community. 

  

eSaude Apps are published and hosted, and therefore made public, in Docker Registries in the 

eSaude organisation on Bintray. Bintray is an online distribution platform that allows for quick 

and reliable publishing of software packages. These images (apps) are built using TravisCI, an 

online continuous integration service and are automatically uploaded to Bintray when a 

developer creates a new release in the GitHub repository.  

 

To summarize, the process documented in the link above is an impressive release process, and 

yet still being improved. The process utilizes Docker and Docker Compose quite heavily. 

However, this does mean that those responsible for implementation will need to be familiar with 

these technologies.   

https://bintray.com/esaude/apps
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Code 

This section is a brief assessment of code quality and the tools used by the eSaude team, to 

ensure good code quality.  

Source Control Management 

The POC code is publicly available and hosted in a Github repository. In terms of source control 

management, the production code is maintained in a “master” branch. New features are 

implemented in feature branches, with relevant Pull Requests created and merged to the Master 

branch on task completion. 

Build Server 

Whenever a developer pushes code up to the Github repository the code is built and tested on 

Travis-CI. Travis CI is a hosted, distributed continuous integration service that is used to build 

and test projects hosted at GitHub.  

As of the date of this review the Travis CI build result for the master is as below: 

 

Static Code Analysis 

Codacy is a static code analysis tool that analyzes the code for common security concerns, 

code style violations, best practices, code coverage and other metrics to Codacy. The eSaude-

EMR-POC report can be found here. The report indicates that the code is passing on all metrics 

https://github.com/esaude/esaude-emr-poc
https://travis-ci.org/esaude/esaude-emr-poc
https://www.codacy.com/app/esaude/esaude-esaude-emr-poc/dashboard
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configured in the static code analysis tool.  As of the date of this review the Codacy Result is as 

below: 

 

Code Coverage 

The eSaude-EMR-POC makes use of Coveralls for code coverage reporting. Coveralls is a 

code coverage service that reports on test coverage by showing the percentage of lines of code 

covered in tests. This is only one indicator of a good test suite. While a low test coverage score 

does not necessarily indicate poor testing it may be a sign of poor testing. However, it could 

simply mean that other means of testing have been employed. Likewise, a high test coverage 

score does not by itself mean that good and extensive testing is being performed.  

 

The eSaude-EMR-POC code coverage report can be found on the coveralls site and reports a 

coverage of 25%. However, the Github repository readme reports on coverage based on the 

https://coveralls.io/github/esaude/esaude-emr-poc
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coverage reports uploaded to Codacy. This reports a code coverage of 65% and seems to have 

been configured to ignore certain javascript files.  

 

In summary, it is a positive sign that a code coverage tool is used in the eSaude-EMR-POC. In 

the very least it would indicate that developers are aware of the need for testing and are 

improving coverage over time. The code coverage reports will not take into account any manual 

testing performed. 

Dependency Management 

Code dependencies are managed by an online service called Gemnasium. The eSaude-EMR-

POC report can be found here. As of the date of the review Gemnasium reports the dependency 

status as follows:  

 

The numbers in the above screenshot indicate that 41 dependencies are up to date, while 52 

dependencies are not on the latest, most stable version. However, the zero value in red 

indicates that no dependencies require critical bug fixes or security updates.  

Main Frameworks 

The following are the main frameworks used in the front-end.  

● Angular 1.5.0 

● Bootstrap 3.3.5 

● JQuery 2.1.4 

 

The above are well known and well supported frameworks related to web application 

development. 

https://www.codacy.com/app/esaude/esaude-esaude-emr-poc/dashboard?bid=3182823
https://gemnasium.com/github.com/esaude/esaude-emr-poc
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Dependency Concerns 

This section briefly discusses some minor concerns regarding the dependencies in the eSaude-

EMR-POC Application. There is no evidence of critical issues regarding the used 3rd party 

libraries/modules. However, there are a couple of libraries that are no longer maintained and 

should be refactored out to use the specified replacement: 

● JQuery cookie 1.4 is no longer maintained and is superseded by JS Cookie 

● Angular UI select2 has been deprecated and replaced with UI Select 

 

There are some issues with the charting dependencies: 

● D3 and NVD3 charting libraries have been included in the app even though it does not 

seem like of the application charts are being created using D3. At the same time, D3 is 

at 3.5, but 4.9 is available. However, NVD3 does not support D3 4.x. 

● Angular chart appears to be used. The Angular chart version used is 1.0.0-alpha1 but 

there is a 1.1.1 release. It is recommended to upgrade to a more stable version. 

Code Quality 

This section briefly discusses some aspects relating to the actual quality of the code from a 

cursory analysis of the code repository.  

Code Reviews  

Github pull requests show evidence of code reviewing. This can be seen in the comments on 

Pull Requests. However, the depth and quality of these code reviews cannot be commented on. 

General Comments 

This section lists some comments on the actual code in the eSaude-EMR-POC codebase. 

However, it is important to note that this is a time limited analysis and therefore should not be 

taken as an in-depth code quality assessment.  

 

The following are general comments related to the code-base: 

● A helpful and clear Readme file is present in the eSaude-EMR-POC repository.  

● The Angular app is separated neatly into modules. The overall structure of the code is 

good.  

● Angular directives have been well used which promotes code reuse. 
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● The controllers do not have too much code, are separated by view, and use services. 

They generally do not contain important business logic. This is good. 

● The HTML is neat & uses bootstrap quite well. However, it is only optimised for desktop, 

tablet and landscape mobile use. 

● There is an overuse of rootscope to store patient state / information. 

● The routing is somewhat confusing. For example, to know that “dashboard.chart” routes 

to patient_chart.html requires a look at the the configured routing in app.js. It would be 

better to make the mapping match the page name. 

● A minor comment is that there are commented out code in certain places within the code 

base. Commented out code should be removed.  

● There are many lint errors on building of the application. It seems that the developers 

are not enforcing lint checks. It should be turned off if this is the case.  

● Since this is a single page application where all the javascript is loaded when the first 

page is accessed, it is recommended to reduce the number of CSS and JS files 

referenced in the index.html.  

 

In summary, the overall architecture of the code is within standards practice. Good practices 

with regards to the Angular development have been followed. The improvement suggestions 

above are minor.  

 

  

https://github.com/esaude/esaude-emr-poc/blob/ce58b9476d54effc98b30949dbb98364fe3d737c/app/clinic/index.html
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Testing 

This section will briefly discuss the testing that is evident from the Code Base, Trello Board and 

other documentation.  

Developer Testing (Unit and Integration Testing) 

The eSaude-EMR-POC repository contains a test suite of 108 running tests. PhantomJS 2.1.1, 

a headless webkit, is used for the automated testing. As of release 1.2.0, all of the 108 tests are 

passing. 

 

There is evidence that this test suite is being maintained and improved, based on the git commit 

history. In addition, as part of the development workflow, it is required that all tests are passing 

before development items can move from the “Doing” to “Testing” phase. 

Manual Testing 

There is evidence of the execution of manual quality assurance testing that are documented 

and reproducible. A Google docs folder contains a list of test scenarios and reports. Examples 

are linked below:  

- A test scenario 

- A test report 

 

The tests that are documented in this folder are well documented. 

End User Testing 

The eSaude workflow mandates that quality control is performed in the “Done” phase that 

includes testing by both the Product Owner and end users. It is difficult to ascertain whether 

end-user testing has been performed, but it is mandated as part of their process. 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B8jdPi8qyY_LWDBxQ19QbGY5Rkk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PObWEa51mNDmwYSjVosDHY5mvFV-9iVA30jjxgSyiDA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Pom_LPBSL1VKvkUrP8fqs83I9O9vVQs9Sl9R8xNjavw/edit
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Security 

This section briefly discusses issues relating to security of the app. It is important to note that an 

in-depth security assessment of the application was not possible given the brief nature of the 

analysis. 

Login 

The application uses Basic Auth on login and the use of https is therefore important. There is 

evidence on their Trello Board that the team is planning on testing SSL. At the same time, this is 

an implementation detail and not necessarily the responsibility of the development team.  

 

Note that there is also a requirement related to Biometric Identification in the product backlog. 

Roles Based Permissions 

Role based permissions are implemented via the eSaude-EMR-Platform (OpenMRS back-end). 

Work was being carried out on this requirement at the time of writing, as shown in this task.  

 

As part of this assessment, a test was performed that involved creating a user with no patient 

registration permission and then attempting to register a patient with that particular user. Below 

are a few issues to note regarding this:  

● The user with limited permissions could go through the entire patient creation workflow 

only to be logged out right at the end. It would be more user friendly to prevent those 

with no permission to access a particular function, from starting the particular workflow. 

● While the user could not register a patient and was logged out on ‘save’, the user was 

not informed of the reason for being logged out.  

● After logging in to the POC app as a user with restricted permissions, but then 

immediately logging in to the OpenMRS backend with an admin user in a different 

browser Tab, the logged in front-end user’s privileges are promoted without being 

informed. The front-end continues to show the original restricted user as logged in. In the 

scenario tested and described above, it appears as if the logged in POC user can, in this 

case, create a patient even though this user initially did not have access to do this. Note 

this may not be a valid use case since the front-end users will not login to the backend 

from their devices.   

https://trello.com/c/wGBUyZq5/83-user-testing-ssl-do-we-need-this-for-local-installations-bills-question
https://trello.com/c/7kEXf1qH/16-develop-biometric-identification
https://trello.com/c/xGf5FZ3n/216-1012-poc-privileges-and-roles
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Auditing 

Change tracking information is provided in the OpenMRS database tables. The OpenMRS data 

tables contain fields: creator, date_created, changed_by, date_changed, voided-by, 

date_voided.  

 

However, this does not provide a full audit trail. It does not show who has changed the data over 

time, it only shows the creator and the one who last updated/deleted it. If a full audit trail is 

needed, use of an OpenMRS Audit Module should be looked into e.g. openmrs-module-

auditlog. 

  

https://github.com/openmrs/openmrs-module-auditlog
https://github.com/openmrs/openmrs-module-auditlog
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Documentation 

This section is a brief overview of the documentation related to the eSaude Apps. Google docs 

are extensively used for the majority of documentation needs. Drop Box papers are used where 

applicable. The eSaude Project Document Index contains links to all relevant documentation.  

Requirements Documentation 

There is comprehensive Requirements documentation e.g.  

● Common Functionalities 

● Social Module Functionalities 

● Vitals Module Functionalities 

● Clinical Module Functionalities 

Installation & Administration Guide 

There is a document that lists the hardware and software requirements for the eSaude apps, 

which includes the POC application.  

 

The install guide for eSaude apps details the installation process. This document assumes a 

good understanding of Docker, a software container platform. However, they do provide a 

primer with an overview of Docker. 

 

There is also an administration guide which shows how to manage the various services, backup 

the database, monitor the tomcat logs etc. 

Implementation Guides 

The document index maintains a list of documents that relate to Implementation. These are 

eSaude documents that are specific to their Implementation Process.  

Training & Support Manuals 

A training curriculum is listed as “Coming Soon”. A Portuguese User Manual is available.  

https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-Project-Document-Index-O7Bp0iDw8waVl4KLCEL1c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BKjjCiyzJDPncO4_YtZSP2doE6cyFCigA2duHR0JFCo
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LHrSshDCTFyfoXM_FHrOQ-SFlJ6pg3bqVrcy249avi4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KBvHaAx-9QBk24MCFkb2VOL4jAciASV_aMnuU7Tn-P4/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WDjRICFHs-nIBKBjlslMETojRdsvqIJ63lHx8wzhD7A
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-Server-Requirements-GjkDO0jbth06Ip8n9USN0
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-App-Install-Guide-Uvk5mTlgG2m0nyOYy5Zyg
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-Docker-Primer-AwyFxv1h49SKSy5X2HR7U
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/eSaude-App-Administration-Guide-Fo5uY9U3KglrrNgJhme81
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YeCLrj1ICszgdI2Un6JrifBe57cI4nAwU08L4PcWN9E/edit
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Usability 

 

Summary of system usability tests based on eSaude-EMR-POC requirements 

 

The calculation of the degree of system implementation was estimated by verifying the 

implementation of each high level requirement listed in the requirements document for 

each module and by the degree of satisfaction of the implemented functionalities. 

 

NB: These summary should be considered taking into account the results of the 

analysis of the Common Functionalities requirements and limitations in the Alerts 

Documentation analysis and the details that appear in the chapter Usability. 

 

Requirements 

% Of requirements 

implementation 

% Of fully functional 

requirements 

Social Module Functionalities 100% 100% 

Vitals Module Functionalities 100% 100% 

Clinical Module Functionalities 83% 40% 

Farmácia Module 71% 50% 

Alerts Documentation Not yet tested specifically 

 

 

 

This section is a brief analysis of the usability based on random testing of the application using 

a 10-inch Android tablet and/or a desktop chrome browser. Due to time limits, a full usability 

analysis could not be achieved. It also must be noted that the 10-inch Android tablet used in 

testing is, in most likelihood, not the same type of device that will be used in a live setting.  
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While the eSaude-EMR-POC general design and code structure is good, the application seems 

to be lacking in the area of Usability and UI design. The following are issues picked up while 

testing the application. Many of the issues pointed out below are simple bug fixes but others 

may require more effort to solve.  

General Issues 

● In the login page there is no information of which system is treated (Identification of the 

System).  

 

It is suggested that there is at least some information about the system e.g. Government 

logo / System name. 

● Some application labels are displayed in English even though the chosen language was 

Portuguese, and vice versa. This is in quite a number of places throughout the 

application indicating that the application is not consistently internalized. 

● The main landing page shows 2 charts but little information is provided to the end-user 

on what these charts represent.  
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Though not provided in the requirements, it is suggested that the Dashboard should be 

customized according to the user and type of user, so as to give information of interest 

relevant to each, such as if it is for a doctor, should have a section with list of patients 

scheduled for the current day, and with the possibility of selecting other dates, among 

others.  

● The application often uses a spinning icon GIF with the entire screen greyed out to 

indicate that it is busy loading/searching for results. The main problem with this is that it 

greys out the entire screen when this is not usually a pattern followed for this type of 

interaction. Also, if the network connection is slow, the problem is compounded, and the 

app appears unresponsive. An example of the user searching for a patient is shown 

below:   

 

● Patient search results returned may be selected by the end user, as in the example 

image below. The issue in this scenario is that there is no feedback to the user indicating 

that a row may be touched/selected, yet it may be selected. In the case of desktop use, 

the cursor should change. When using a tablet there should at the minimum be an 

instruction to the user that the results are selectable. In addition, there is little feedback 

to the user after clicking/selecting a row. When selecting/touching a row, that row should 

be highlighted. This would give the user feedback that something has happened.  

 

● While the intention behind the use of icons in certain places in the application may be 

appreciated as an attempt to make the application more visually appealing and easier to 

use, it may actually have served to achieve the opposite. The icons are not that intuitive 
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on initial use. It does not seem to be based on standard UI practices. The following 

button icons is an example of what is being referred to:  

 

In this case, these buttons are shown when viewing details of a record after searching 

for a patient in the registration section. It is hard as a first time user to determine what 

these buttons mean. For example, the ‘eye’ icon takes the user to a page that shows 

more details of the patient. There is no way of knowing this without prior knowledge of 

what this button actually does. It may be preferable to use buttons with localized text 

instead of icons.  

 

Note that this issue applies to most of the icons throughout the application.  

● The red button seems to imply ‘delete’ but when the user clicks this button on the patient 

page, nothing seems to happen.  

● When using a tablet device, the back button on the tablet does not work (sometimes on 

desktop too). However, this may have been intended.    

Note that this may be working as intended and may also be device specific behavior.  

● As described in the section on Security, when a user with insufficient privileges attempts 

to create a patient, no error message is displayed but the user is simply logged out after 

pressing the save button. 

● Refreshing a page causes issues on the page. Bookmarking a page and accessing it 

later will results in the same thing occurring. This may be impacted by which device the 

application is intended to be run on and the manner in which it is used. Regardless, if 

refreshing the page is not allowed, then perhaps an appropriate message should be 

displayed to the user instead of invalid data as shown in the screenshots below. The 

screenshot below is taken after refreshing the patient charts page in the Clinic section of 

the application. The patient name and information are not displayed after the refresh. 
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The screenshot below is taken after selecting a Patient for viewing and refreshing the 

page:  

 

● It would be useful to show the user which page the user is on. The image below is from 

the pharmacy section of the application. It would be helpful to have a heading indicating 

this.  
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● There are spelling errors in certain places in the application. The screen below has the 

words “No schedules for today”. 

 

● Front-end validation can be improved throughout the application. For example, in the 

clinic section, the social information below is invalid and could be checked up front.  

 

● Error handling needs to be improved throughout the application. Often errors are 

reported in the browser console, with no indication to the end user. Examples of this are 

shown in the sections below.  

● In general, patient searching should be improved. At the moment it only provides simple 

searching by name but does not allow for alternative search methods (e.g. by proxy NID 
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numbers, first letter, age-sex). The matching algorithm can also be improved to prevent 

patient duplicate registrations.  

Patient Registration 

● On the patient identification screen, a user can remove all the identification options, and 

proceed, only to be informed at the very end of the process that an identification is 

needed.  

 

The screenshot below was taken after removing the original identifier. It is not available 

in the dropdown at this point.  

 

 

● The address fields of country, province, district and division on the patient registration 

workflow do not provide pre-defined values for selection. The user may enter any values 

for these fields. This will, in most likelihood, lead to data capture errors. The OpenMRS 
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backend interface allows for selection from a drop down menu. Another issue is that the 

address fields do not accept special characters. 

● The final confirmation screen that is shown to the user after entering the registration data 

does not indicate that the user should confirm the data and then press “save”. There 

should be an indication to the user to confirm and save the results. In addition, the 

identifiers and demographics data are not displayed. 

● In certain cases, if the user presses save after following all the steps in the patient 

registration workflow, the patient entry appears to be successfully created. However, 

there is an exception in the browser console. This needs to be investigated. Note that 

the patient data does persist in this case.  

 

● Searching for a Patient in the app is quite slow making the application appear 

unresponsive at times. However, the search performance could be due to other factors 

outside of the control of the eSaude-EMR-POC. The effect of this is compounded 

because of automatic searching after entry of three characters.  

● It’s necessary to give the right error messages when setting a patient birthday. The 

message below for instance is not correct. 

 

● When editing an existing patient’s details the following screen is shown:  
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 This screen has the following problems:  

● The heading states that it is a “New Patient” but this is for editing details of an 

existing patient 

● The page allows for the addition of new Identifier Types but if it is not needed 

anymore it does not allow the new types to be deleted e.g. NIT (SECTOR DE 

TB).  

● If a previous ID was entered incorrectly and saved, it is not possible to remove it 

via this screen e.g. The NID (CCR) cannot be removed.  

● Many of the the blue “help” buttons do not display anything when clicked. This is 

evident on new patient registration as well. 

● Date type field keeps memory of different types of data. 
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Clinic  

● The module seems to only allow full data visualization of existing patients previously 

registered in the system. It did not seem possible to visualize information for new 

patients created by Jembi technicians for testing purposes. This included information 

such as: 

● Laboratory results 

● Graphics 

● Diagnostics (DX) 

● Diagnostics (DX) ICD-10 

● Allergies / ARV side effects 

It is most likely not possible to visualize this information for new patients because the 

system  does not offer options for the input and saving of this data. This raises doubts as 

to the way the data of the old patients were generated and saved. 

● While it does not work, there is option to delete the records of each query. Should this be 

allowed? This requirement could not be found in requirements documentation. 

 

Drug Prescription 

● When checking the ‘create ARV prescription’ checkbox to select the medicine, the select 

dropdown appears empty, preventing medication from being selected. 

● It should be checked whether a future date or whether only the applicable present date 

of the prescription should be allowed. Currently future dates are allowed.  

● When clicking on save after adding a prescription an error is reported in the browser 

console, but nothing is reported to the user. This does not always occur but when it does 

it prevents the prescription from being saved. See browser exception below:  
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 The error is shown below:  

 

Also, relating to the above scenario, is the fact that the end user is able to press the 

delete button and delete all added prescriptions without being prompted to confirm. 

Social 

● For child social entry, the age of the mother is not properly validated, allowing to 

introduce invalid dates. Similar issues exist for other data entry points.  

● On saving of social information the following exception is reported in the browser 

console with no indication to the end user that an error has occurred:  

 {"error":{"message":"[obs on class 

org.openmrs.Encounter]","code":"org.openmrs.module.webservices.rest.web.resource.impl.B

aseDelegatingResource:740","detail":"org.openmrs.module.webservices.rest.web.response.C

onversionException: obs on class org.openmrs.Encounter\n\tat 

org.openmrs.module.webservices.rest.web.resource.impl.BaseDelegatingResource.setProper

ty(BaseDelegatingResource.java:740)\n\ta... 
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Vitals 

● As of the date of the report, When selecting module ‘Vitals’ directly from the home page, 

the system loads indefinitely. Therefore, the only way to register Vitals is from the 

modules ‘Cadastro’ and ‘Clínico’. 

● The system allows the user to update a patient’s height to lower than the one previously 

registered without any notification or warning to the user making the update. 

● When entering the ‘vitals’ information units of measurements are not shown. E.g.  

  

● In the “Vitals” section, the blue button does not appear to do anything on the frontend 

when clicked/touched: 

 

Pharmacy 

● When clicking the button for the drug pickup, the user is not allowed to specify the 

amount taken, with the default being zero. Also, sometimes when clicking on “record” the 

system does not react and does not record the pickup. The cause of this error can be 

seen in the Browser console. 
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eSaude-EMR-platform 

This section is an overview of the backend OpenMRS eSaude-EMR-platform. The POC 

application is an application built on top of the eSaude-EMR-Platform. The platform is a custom 

distribution of OpenMRS for Mozambique, developed and maintained by the eSaude 

community. The original version of the platform was built on top of OpenMRS v1.9.2 which is 

now End Of Life. This was therefore upgraded to a later OpenMRS version. The details of the 

OpenMRS version used in the software being assessed, is shown below. 

 

Last Compilation: 2015-11-30 21:48 Version: 1.11.5 Build a0c979  

 

Note that the latest version on 1.11.x is 1.11.8. According to the OpenMRS release notes, 

version 1.11.8 contains a number of bug fixes related to the under-the-hood OpenMRS API and 

addresses a number of bugs related to the upgrading from 1.9.x versions.  

 

This platform is released as an eSaude App. This means that it is released as a set of one or 

more Docker images. The infrastructure code and resources required to run the necessary 

docker containers to start an instance of the platform are located on Github, here. 

OpenMRS Pharmacy API Module  

The Pharmacy Information Systems implementation consists of the UI, which is part of the POC 

App and the OpenMRS Pharmacy API module. The latter is deployed with the platform as an 

OpenMRS module, and provides the pharmacy REST resources for the eSaude POC system.  

 

The following are a few notes regarding this module: 

● When accessing the Pharmacy Module link on the dev OpenMRS instance Module 

Administration page a ‘404’ error is returned.  

● The module consists of two parent packages i.e. ‘api’ and ‘omod’. The ‘api’ package has 

6 tests, with 3 of them skipped. The ‘omod’ package has 2 tests. This means there are 

only 5 running tests for the Pharmacy Module.   

https://wiki.openmrs.org/display/RES/Platform+Release+Notes
https://github.com/esaude/esaude-platform-docker
http://dev.esaude.org/openmrs/module/pharmacyapi/pharmacyapi.form
http://dev.esaude.org/openmrs
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Software Licensing 

This section is a brief overview of the licenses of three software Apps related to the eSaude-

EMR-POC application, in the eSaude Github account.  

eSaude-EMR-POC 

The code repository has no license file. Two files in the repository refer to different licenses. A 

bower.json file indicates a MIT license, while the package.json file, updated more recently, 

indicates the use of the MPL (Mozilla Public License) license.  

eSaude-EMR-Platform 

The code repository has a license file that and states that the code is covered by the ‘Mozilla 

Public License, version 2.0’.  

OpenMRS Pharmacy API Module 

There is no license file but the repository Readme file states that the code is also covered by the 

‘Mozilla Public License, version 2.0’. 

 

Based on the above review, which excludes a deep dive into each library included, there seems 

to be no major conflicts in the way the licenses are used. It would be preferable to ensure that 

each component has uniform licensing for code that is written (i.e. the MIT and MPL in the POC 

repository). In addition each library, that is included, should not conflict with other licenses. 
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EPLC Review 

In addition to the technical review provided above the project has been rapidly evaluated 

against the following HHS EPLC artefact matrix, the checklist (eSaude POC EPLC Review.xlsx) 

is attached to the report:  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nAEQ9czGp5pZukMZeVP92yP3OyM8Z7H2X

8YqQWZEXWE/edit#gid=1495768484 

 

The checklist has been performed against artefacts that are available on the public internet. A 

finding of ‘Not Present’ does not necessarily indicate that the artefacts do not exist. It is 

recommended that there is engagement with the development team to ascertain whether 

artefacts exist or not and to also ensure that the checklist was based on the most up to date 

data. 

 

The relevant documentation produced by the eSaude team is fairly extensive and well managed 

when reviewed against the EPLC framework’s set of deliverables and artefacts regarding 

product documentation. However, no evidence could be found of certain key artefacts from the 

conceptual, planning, requirements, design and development phases of the project. 

 

The project scope and business needs are documented through a phased approach to 

development, mapped effectively to a set of high-level goals, deliverables and functional 

requirements, which in turn are mapped to key features and activities. Participating 

organizations and individual roles and responsibilities are outlined, but financial resources, 

potential risks, security concerns and other project constraints are not addressed. There was no 

evidence of an overall project schedule to plan and manage cost, resourcing, timeframes and 

project milestones. Project activities are managed and scheduled using the Trello board though, 

which is integral to the development process.  

 

The review suggests that improvements could be made to produce deliverables addressing risk, 

staff and change management, project scheduling and work breakdown, as well as potential 

improvements to development outcomes through a focus on quality management, test planning 

and verification and validation. 

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nAEQ9czGp5pZukMZeVP92yP3OyM8Z7H2X8YqQWZEXWE/edit#gid=1495768484
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nAEQ9czGp5pZukMZeVP92yP3OyM8Z7H2X8YqQWZEXWE/edit#gid=1495768484
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Conclusion 

This analysis has focused on the eSaude-EMR-POC and related software in terms of the 

development frameworks used, development standards, best practices followed, related 

Mozambican legislation and eSaude-EMR-POC requirements. The analysis does not cover user 

requirements alignment and capacity to respond to the Mozambique needs and context. 

 

The eSaude team have, in much of the areas analysed, followed standard development 

practices. Their project documentation is mostly thorough and comprehensive although there is 

a need for it to be better aligned to the Mozambique regulations. Their release processes and 

development operations practices are good. 

 

As highlighted in this analysis, they have made use of good tools to maintain the quality of the 

application code. The overall design and architecture of the application is suitable. No major 

issues were evident in the code design but the report notes some minor problems that could be 

easily rectified. 

 

An in-depth security analysis could not be performed due to the limitations of the analysis 

described in this document. However, the application provides role-based permission and tracks 

data entity modifications as part of the OpenMRS data model. 

 

Performance testing was not part of the assessment. However, during testing of the eSaude-

EMR-POC search results were returned slowly, making the application at times appear 

unresponsive. It is difficult to ascertain the exact source of this problem. The problem may be 

unrelated to the actual application and more related to the network connections between the 

various components of the eSaude-EMR-POC system. 

 

This assessment shows that the application suffers from a number of defects and usability 

issues. Many of the issues are minor but some of the issues noted would be more complicated 

to solve. Overall, it would require a significant amount of work to improve the usability of the 

application.  

  

At the same time, the report is by no means a comprehensive list of all current issues. In 

general, the application needs further and significant Quality Assurance testing, that includes 
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various types of testing, such as functional, end-to-end and user acceptance testing. It is also 

recommended that a period of thorough testing of the application be undertaken on the actual 

devices that will be used by the end users. 

 

In the end, the usability of the software is dependent, mainly, upon its intended users. 

Therefore, it is beyond the scope of this assessment to confirm the application’s suitability on 

this front. It is recommended that significant usability testing with actual end users, be 

performed, as mandated by the eSaude development process.  

 

The requirement of the systems was developed together with the SESP working group 

(implementing partners, HIV program and DPC), but there does not seem to be substantive 

evidence to prove that the requirements and system were formally approved by the MoH. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


